30-Minute Makers
6 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Hands-On Science
4 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Unplug with Science Buddies®
4 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Amazing Science Experiments
4 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Searchlight Books™—Climate Change
6 Book Series
Grades 3-5

Searchlight Books™—Discover Planets
8 Book Series
Grades 3-5

Searchlight Books™—New Frontiers of Space
6 Book Series
Grades 3-5

Amazing Science Experiments
4 Book Series
Grades 3-6

Amusement Park Science
4 Book Series
Grades 3-6

Cosmos Chronicles (Alternator Books®)
4 Book Series
Grades 3-6

Geology Lab for Kids
4 Book Series
Grades 3-6

Space in Action: Augmented Reality (Alternator Books®)
8 Book Series
Grades 3-6
Digital Citizens
4 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Little Coders
4 Book Series
Grades 1-3

Kids Get Coding
8 Book Series
Grades 1-4

How to Code
4 Book Series
Grades 2-4

Coding Is CATegorical™
4 Book Series
Grades K-3

Disney Coding Adventures
4 Book Series
Grades 1-3

Sports Coding Concepts
6 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Ready, Set, Code!
4 Book Series
Grades 2-5

Searchlight Books™—
Cutting-Edge STEM
6 Book Series
Grades 3-5

Mission: Code
4 Book Series
Grades 3-6

Project Code
4 Book Series
Grades 4-7

Animal Tech
4 Book Series
Grades 5-8

Visit Lernerbooks.com/go/STEM for additional titles!